
How to raise a teenager in an
age of anxiety
What can we do to improve young people’s mental health?
Anna Maxted meets a leading psychoanalyst who has some
practical advice for parents

Erica Komisar, one of New York’s top psychoanalysts and

parenting gurus, is no stranger to controversy. She gained worldwide

fame with her first book, Being There: Why Prioritising Motherhood in

the First Three Years Matters — at the same time becoming, as the

Wall Street Journal pointed out, “a bit of a pariah” in some circles for

saying that “mothers are biologically necessary for babies” in that initial



period of critical social-emotional brain development. Her new guide to

raising adolescents is warm and wise, but equally forthright about the

importance of parents being “present” for their children.

Komisar’s book Chicken Little the Sky Isn’t Falling: Raising Resilient

Adolescents in the New Age of Anxiety comes at a time when

teenagers are facing huge challenges. According to new NHS figures,

record numbers of them are being prescribed antidepressants, with

231,791 prescriptions for the drugs being issued to children between 5

and 16 in 2020. The number of prescriptions issued to secondary

pupils has risen 23 per cent in the past five years. Some health

campaigners fear that long waiting times for specialist mental health

services mean that GPs feel powerless to offer anything else to the

growing numbers of their teenage patients suffering from anxiety and

depression.

Even without the losses and disruption of the global pandemic, the

members of this generation have far more to cope with than their

parents did, Komisar says: social pressures exacerbated by

technology, a politically and economically unstable world, the worry of

fierce competition for fewer jobs, each additional challenge intensifying

the emotional, social and hormonal storm of adolescence. As their

parents, she believes it is our job to “be as physically and emotionally



present as possible. Otherwise things can really go off the rails.

They’re very vulnerable.”

Fundamentally, Komisar says, “parents are critical to the mental health

of their children. There’s a lot of misunderstanding about how important

parents are in these adolescent years.” And a lot of misunderstanding

about what adolescence itself involves. “Adolescence starts at nine —

much earlier than people think — and ends at 25, much later than

people think.” It is a critical period of brain development and emotional

development — of “reorganising, pruning and shifting”. Komisar, who is

a mother of three, identifies three developmental stages —

“exploration” from 9 to 13, when children start to separate from but still

remain dependent on their parents; “declaration” from 14 to 18, when

they are working out who they are socially and sexually; and

“confirmation” from 19 to 25, when they are consolidating their

individual identity as adults.

These changes make the brain vulnerable and, she says, mean that

“adolescence itself is an adversity”. Even children with solid

foundations of emotional security “are more susceptible during this

period to things like mental illness. They’re more susceptible to anxiety

and depression.”As a result, parents need to be vigilant, informed and,

crucially, present. Just being there a lot is far better than small pockets



of “quality time”, she says, because adolescents need you when they

need you — not when you’re finally ready. If you’re absent, the window

of opportunity may snap shut.

Being aware of how our teenagers can make us feel — angry, perhaps,

or impatient — and controlling our emotions is also important. After all,

this era of anxiety has also had an impact on parents. “If we aren’t

self-regulated, we can’t help our children to be regulated,” she says —

we can’t teach them to understand and manage their emotions in a

healthy way and build resilience.

Parents need to be a “safe container for their teenagers’ feelings,

rather than a sieve”, Komisar says. So when they express rage,

distress, or any emotion we find difficult, we need to stay calm, engage

and help them through it. (If they say, “I feel like killing myself!” a parent

might get scared and say, “Don’t say that to me!” Komisar says: “Well,

if they can’t tell you that, who can they tell it to?”) Your empathy —

“your ability to imagine what another person is feeling” — is vital. It’s

the foundation of their self-esteem because your warmth and

understanding validate what they feel and who they are.

“If we maintain a core belief that our child is a good person and of

value, no matter what, then they will internalise that belief.”



Not every child who feels worried is anxious

Some signs of anxiety are normal, Komisar says. “Mild or situational

anxiety can be our adolescent’s appropriate response to something

stressful. ‘Will I get my work done? Make the netball team?’ These are

normal daily worries.”

We can distinguish normal worries from more serious anxiety by how

long symptoms persist and their intensity. Moping around the house for

a day or so is normal. But anxiety should not be their “constant

companion”. Ask yourself: is it affecting their behaviour? Is it starting to

become an obstacle to other aspects of life — do they refuse to see

friends for two weeks or more, experience panic attacks, have

repetitive thoughts or trouble sleeping? These are signs that you may

need to seek medical advice.

Anxiety is a sign that our adolescent is overwhelmed by stress,

Komisar says. It can stem from low self-esteem, perfectionism or harsh

self-criticism, or pressures from parents or society. How can we help?

By being there to support them — and being self-aware, she says. “If

you are constantly worried or self-critical and perfectionistic, it is more

likely that your children will be anxious and self-critical.”



We can also help by not just focusing on “good” feelings, she says.

Rather than saying, “Aren’t you excited about going to your new

school?” you might ask, “How are you feeling?”

Show teenagers that A*s aren’t everything

The unconscious messages we send are critical — such as valuing

financial or academic achievement over being loved and loving. To

promote their good mental health, be aware of how you define

success. If it’s universal excellence, “most children will try to comply.

They’ll go-go-go, try to please us, and then break down when they get

to university.” If just being average equals failure to you, “that will

plague your adolescent”.

Help children to understand that “there’s a lot more to life than high

achievement, and if you can’t achieve excellence, you’re not a failure”.

Instead of pushing the “get A*s for the best job and most money”

narrative, she says, “focus on trying rather than achieving”.

Show them anger or sadness isn’t off-limits — we can talk about

all of it

And don’t underestimate the power of touch. They might tolerate you

gently straightening their collar, if they’re too prickly for a hug.



16-year-olds need to be selfish — but parents can teach them

empathy

At 16, Komisar’s middle son told her: “I hooked up with this girl and

she’s trying to contact me now and I’m not sure I want to respond.” She

says: “As a parent, I don’t accuse or judge him, I say, ‘Well, if she did

that to you, how would you feel? Would you feel OK if somebody

ghosted you like that?’ ”

Adolescents need us to help them to “mentalise” — make sense of

their experiences and feelings, she says. Mentalising enables us to

understand the mental state of ourselves and others. It’s critical to

developing empathy, she says. “Young children don’t have the capacity

to do it on their own and [because of how their brain develops] neither

do adolescents.” It’s the reason “Why did you do that?” is often met

with a shrug. Instead use empathy to be their emotions detective — “I

wonder whether you did that because you felt X.” Then they learn

empathy from you.

Meanwhile, if they seem breathtakingly selfish, don’t panic. “Think of a

caterpillar cocooning and then becoming a butterfly,” Komisar says.

“Focusing on yourself in adolescence is the cocooning period. And

then adulthood is the becoming a butterfly.” Adolescence, she says, “is



a challenge, and there’s a lot of internal focus, which is how they hold it

together”. Don’t judge, try to understand, be patient, show empathy,

and they’ll come out the other side — “loving, generous and empathic”.

Stop telling them that ‘you can do anything!’

Parents think that building self-esteem and resilience in teenagers is

about pushing their strengths. In fact, Komisar says, “it’s helping our

children accept their limitations, as much as helping them to

acknowledge their strengths, that builds a strong and flexible ego”.

That means recognising that our children are individuals and allowing

them to be who they are — not who we want them to be. So if your

child returns from tennis club yet again and says, “I’m not that good at

this sport and I’m not enjoying it,” don’t say: “Of course you’re good!

You can be anything, do anything!” Instead listen to them and say: “You

don’t feel this is your sport. That’s OK. Let’s find you something you

like better.”

Don’t confuse structure with strictness

Very rigid, strict parents produce anxious children, Komisar says. This

is because rigidity is a defensive response to anxiety — “a way to cope

with feeling vulnerable and out of control internally. So when parents

are rigid it usually means they suffer from some anxiety themselves.”



But by parenting in this way, micromanaging and “sweating the small

stuff”, we pass down that anxiety to our children.

If we want them to be flexible, the key is having moderate and

consistent limits — “but flexible limits”. Adolescents need boundaries

and structure (a lack of which creates anxiety too), but, she says, “rules

are important, but we also have to know when to relax them”. For

example, if your teenager doesn’t want to eat breakfast before school,

let it go. “Make them a wrap or something they can take with them and

eat when they feel like it.”

Don’t make your 12-year-old independent, make them

interdependent

What’s good for human beings is being emotionally secure enough to

rely on others when possible — and to rely on ourselves when that is

not possible, Komisar says. “That ability to go back and forth is

interdependence.” But mostly we teach our children emotional

independence — “stiff upper lip, self-sufficiency. And we teach it at too

young an age.”

Between the ages of 9 and 12 children start to behave more

independently. But while they push you away, they still need you,

Komisar says, and there is a difference between giving them



opportunities to be self-sufficient and abandoning them emotionally —

say, to an empty house after school. Komisar says: “It’s traumatic to

come home to an empty house. The transition from school to home is a

vulnerable period and there’s a lot they need to process. To come

home alone, let themselves in, feed themselves — they may be able to

handle it on some logistical level, but they can’t handle it emotionally.”

Of course parents need to work, but she says that she would

encourage them to let adolescents go to a friend’s or relative’s house,

or after-school club.

Ask yourself: is your 15-year-old son angry — or anxious?

Adolescents can struggle to control intense emotions such as

aggression, and boys are more likely to express their aggression

physically. “Girls express their aggression in more nuanced ways —

through verbal criticism, teasing and bullying one another,” Komisar

says. Years 7, 8 and 9, around puberty, she adds, are particularly

tough.

Research shows that boys are more neurologically fragile than girls,

Komisar says, and “more susceptible to adversity and environmental

challenges”. That relative fragility means “they are prone to be more

aggressive in school if they’re under stress, frightened or anxious”.



Instead of reacting harshly, use your imagination to piece together the

factors that may be contributing to their fear, she says.

Parents need to reflect their child’s feelings underlying the aggression

— for instance: “I have faith in you and imagine you must have been

feeling really overwhelmed and attacked by your teacher to overturn

that chair.” Help them to work out what was going on when they acted

as they did. “Understanding where the fear and anxiety come from is

the beginning of being able to help your child control his behaviour,”

she says.

Offer a positive alternative to risk-taking behaviours

Adolescents are susceptible to addiction, alcohol and drug abuse, and

excessive gaming — and other risk-taking and novelty-seeking

behaviours — because the brain’s reward centre is “racing ahead in

development, whereas the prefrontal cortex and emotional regulatory

parts of the brain have not caught up”. Boys are even more motivated

by rewards than girls and find it harder to control their reactions

because of higher testosterone levels.

So while gaming can be beneficial — “sometimes it’s a way to express

aggression that they can’t express in any other way; it’s also a way to

be social” — you might entice your 14-year-old away from excessive



gaming with skateboard lessons or a climbing-wall course, Komisar

says.

While adolescents are wired to experiment, a teenager who is anxious

may choose to self-medicate with sedatives or depressants (eg alcohol

or marijuana). Parents can help by giving them emotional security and

“our time and attention”, she says. So, “whether it’s playing football or

going for a bike ride, when we drop everything that seems so important

and isn’t and play with our adolescents, we’re creating intimacy with

them. I promise you,” she says, “you don’t get that time back.”

Teenagers: top tips for the new term
by Dr Linda Papadopoulos, child psychologist

Many teenagers are nervous about facing exams this year, with nearly

two years of disruption behind them. Remember that confidence

comes by doing the things you thought were difficult. So explain to

teenagers that you don’t always have to be afraid of stress — it can be

helpful.

A great way of building confidence is by looking at progress

through the coming year as it unfolds and mapping out their

scores. Explain to them that there’s a stress that freezes us that’s

really not useful at all, and then there’s a stress that is productive.



This type of stress should make them look at their scores and

say: “I’m worried about this. Right, what am I going to do? I’m

going to speak to my teacher, I’m going to study more.” This is

the stress that works for us, not against us.

I’m hearing about teenagers who have retreated over the summer and

seem unwilling to socialise. One of the things with Covid is that it has

sanctioned or reinforced avoidance. For those who were more

introverted it gave them something to hide behind. We need to slowly

change this. Encourage your child to reconnect with friends outside

school as well as in the classroom. Invite family friends over, maybe

with children the same age, do a family activity, encourage your child to

go to see a film, even if it’s just with one friend. This slow, systematic

way of facing fears and building confidence is something psychologists

call systematic desensitisation — you don’t want to throw your child

into a party of 200 people, but you do want to slowly start reminding

them that, even if something feels uncomfortable, it isn’t undoable.

Putting ourselves in an uncomfortable situation actually decreases the

discomfort because we’re facing the reality rather than the fear.

Your child may have been vaccinated, some of their friends won’t.

To ensure this doesn’t become a bone of contention, emphasise

to your child that there are some things that are so political they



don’t necessarily benefit from a deep conversation. You want

your child and their friends to feel connected in spite of differing

views.

For teenagers who have been bullied, the summer holidays and the

disruption preceding them have been a welcome break. One of the

things that happens when a child is bullied is that they begin to feel as

if they aren’t entitled to better treatment. Your child needs to know that

you’re taking it seriously. One of the biggest issues is that children can

feel completely disempowered, which leads to them feeling unable to

ask for help. Make sure your child knows there’s a strategy and that

you’re listening and that the school will help. At home try to encourage

them to focus on their other friends, not just on the perpetrators. For

example, encourage them to go for a coffee or a film with a different

friend. By finding another way to socialise, they will gain a sense of

control over the situation rather than wanting to run from it. It’s

important that we don’t allow our child to internalise or pathologise any

negative views of themselves.


